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Eventually, you will agreed discover a new experience and feat by spending more cash. nevertheless
when? do you take that you require to get those every needs in the manner of having significantly
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to comprehend even more all but the globe, experience, some places, in the same way as history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your definitely own epoch to achievement reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is
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Childhood - Maksim Gorky 2010-11-16
Aleksey Peshkov overcame indigence, violence,
and suicidal despair to become Maksim Gorky,
one of the most widely read and influential
writers of the twentieth century. Childhood, the
first book in Gorky's acclaimed autobiographical
trilogy, depictshis early years, when after his
father's death he was taken to live in the home
of his maternal grandfather, a violent and
vindictive man who both provided the child with
a rudimentary education and subjected him to
savage beatings. With remarkable freshness and
candor, Gorky immerses his reader in a young
child's world, recreating in dynamic prose a
boy's bewilderment at the senseless cruelty that
surrounds him, his solace in the quiet beauty of
the natural world, and his often funny, guileless
observations of the many vivid characters who
enter his early life. At the center of this story
stands Gorky's grandmother, Akulina Kashirina,
one of Russian literature's most remarkable
heroines. Her tender love for her grandson
serves as a vital antidote tothe brutality that
threatens to consume him. Her buoyant faith in
a merciful, loving, but limited God provides the
young Gorky with a life-affirming alternative to
the vengeful, omniscient deity his grandfather
worships ardently. Although often unsettling in
its portrayal of the poverty and ignorance that
gripped nineteenth-century Russia, Childhood is
ultimately a heartening account of a young boy's
formative struggle to overcome the limitations of
a decaying and corrupt society, and the
remarkable old woman who enabled him to
succeed and instilled in him an abiding, fierce
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compassion for Russia's destitute and
defenseless. Childhood is freshly and beautifully
translated by Graham Hettlinger, lauded for his
translations of Ivan Bunin.
The Collected Short Stories of Maxim Gorky Maksim Gorky 1988
Maxim Gorky continues to be regarded as the
greatest literary representative of revolutionary
Russia. Born of the people, and having
experienced in his own person their sufferings
and their misery, he was enabled by his
extraordinary genius to voice their grievances
and their aspirations for a better life as no
academic could. His international fame rests on
a tremendous literary output, including the
powerful play "The Lower Depths", the
monumental novel of the 1905 Russian
Revolution, "Mother", his vital Autobiography
and, of course, his short stories. This edition of
"The Collected Short Stories of Maxim Gorky"
includes his benchmark masterpieces "Creatures
That Once Were Men" and "Twenty-Six Men and
a Girl" as well as "Chelkash and My FellowTraveller" among many others. The collection
represents the very best of Gorky's genius. For
this edition the renowned scholar and author
Frederic Ewen has written a penetrating new
introduction evaluating Gorky's place in the
world's literary pantheon.
Chelkash and Other Stories - Maxim Gorky 1999
Three short stories from the great Russian
writer, including the title story, in which a
thieving vagrant takes on a young, unwilling
apprentice; "Twenty-six Men and A Girl," widely
regarded as Gorky’s best short story, which
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describes how a wretched crew of bakery
workers destroy their only source of joy; and the
ill-fated romance, "Makar Chudra."
My Childhood - Maxim Gorky 1966-01-01
Maxim Gorky is the pseudonym of Alexei
Maximovich Peshkov. This text is the first part of
his autobiographical trilogy.
Foma Gordyeff - Maxim Gorky 2016-04-01
Russian writer Maxim Gorky rocketed into the
upper pantheon of his country's literary culture
with Foma Hordyeff, one of his first full-length
novels. The young protagonist Foma Gordyeff
has been born into privilege, but he's not sure
whether he wants to pursue the lifestyle of his
father, a successful merchant.
In America - Maxim Gorky 2001
Born "Aleksey Maksimovich Peshkov" on March
16, 1868, in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia - later
renamed in his honor - Maxim Gorky would learn
early the harsh lessons of life. He spent his early
childhood in Astrakhan where his father worked
as a shipping agent, but when the boy was only
five years old, his father died, and he was sent to
live with his maternal grandparents. This was
not a happy time for the young Gorky as
conditions were poor and often violent. At the
age of eight, the boy's grandfather forced him to
quit school and apprenticed him to several
tradesmen including a shoemaker and an icon
painter. Fortunately, Gorky also worked as a
dishwasher on a Volga steamer where a friendly
cook taught him to read, and literature soon
became his passion.
Philistines - Maxim Gorky 2007
An exhuberant new version of Maxim Gorky's
play Philistines. A restless bunch of young
radicals hang out, have sex, dance, drink, and
philosophise at the home of a prosperous
decorator.
Culture and the People - Maksim Gorky 1970
Gorky's Tolstoy & Other Reminiscences Maksim Gorky 2008-01-01
Maxim Gorky (1868-1936) enjoyed worldwide
fame of a kind unmatched by that of any other
writer in the first half of the twentieth century.
Prodigiously gifted and prolific, riddled with
contradictions, praised increasingly for political
rather than literary reasons, he left a vast body
of writing that contains acknowledged
masterpieces alongside many currently
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neglected works that still await impartial
assessment. Taken together, the pieces in this
book (many of them based on fuller texts than
those of previously published translations)
present a surprising and unfamiliar Gorky--a
figure who, once the clichés are stripped away
from him, becomes ever more fascinating and
enigmatic as man, as writer, and as historical
figure. Among the volume's selections are
portraits of Gorky by four particularly astute
observers: poet Vladislav Khodasevich, critics
Boris Eikhenbaum and Georgy Adamovich, and
novelist Evgeny Zamiatin. Fanger's generous
annotations and brilliant introduction will make
this book indispensable to every reader with an
interest in Tolstoy, Gorky, modern Russian
literature and politics, or the art of the memoir.
On Socialist Realism - Abram Tert︠s︡ 1960
Decadence - Maksim Gorky 1984
Georg Lukács called Maxim Gorky "the greatest
writer of our time." Delo Artamonovykh,
published in 1925 and translated into English in
1927 as Decadence, is his greatest historical
novel. Until now, it has not been widely available
to Western readers. Decadence is a family saga,
an intricate character study, and a picture of
Russia in the years between the serf’s
emancipation and the Bolshevik Revolution. It
chronicles the fortunes of three generations of
merchants who, in themselves, represent the
tensions of the changing social order. In 1863,
Ilya Artamonov founds a linen factory by the Oka
River. In time the factory prospers and his
children, inspired by his passion for labor, make
improvements. A grandnephew even adds a
library and organizes a football team. But one
grandson is lazy and another is a socialist.
Already on the scene and biding his time is
Tikhon, the new proletarian. The decline, or
"decadence," of the Artamonov family, and by
extension the Russian middle class, is a result of
personality clashes and of social revolution in
the wind. Neither a lament for the old order nor
a cheer for revolution, Decadence depicts the
beginnings of a bourgeois class that gave way to
two wars and two revolutions. It describes
Russia's capitalist episode, when the
developmentof factory labor and the
accumulation of wealth transformed a feudal
societ into a nation of workers. "Everyone lives
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for work, but whether men live for anything
beyond their work, we can't see." This edition of
Decadence includes a foreword by Irwin Weil,
professor of Slavic languages at Northwestern
University.
Showcasing the Great Experiment - Michael
David-Fox 2012-01-12
Showcasing the Great Experiment provides the
most far-reaching account of Soviet methods of
cultural diplomacy innovated to influence
Western intellectuals and foreign visitors.
Probing the declassified records of agencies
charged with crafting the international image of
communism, it reinterprets one of the great
cross-cultural and trans-ideological encounters
of the twentieth century.
Anton P. Chekhov 1860-1960 - Maxim Gorky
2003-12-01
This is a centennial edition containing some of
the best pages from memoirs and essays on
Chekhov. Included in the volume are a wellknown literary portrait by Maxim Gorky,
reminiscences of Chekhov's last years by the
writer's wife, the late actress Olga KnipperChekhova, as well as new essays by Professor V.
Yermilov, an authority on Chekhov, and Kornei
Chukovsky, a popular Soviet writer.
Chelkash and Other Stories - Maxim Gorky
2013-03-05
Includes the title story, in which a thieving
vagrant takes on a young apprentice; "Twentysix Men and A Girl," in which wretched bakery
workers destroy their only source of joy; and
"Makar Chudra."
My Childhood - Maxim Gorky 2016-05-31
'I could hear the frost crackling outside.
Greenish moonbeams shone through windows
covered with patterns of ice...' One of the most
moving accounts of being a boy ever written, My
Childhood is a both wonderful and harrowing
memoir - and one of the great works of Russian
literature. A new series of twenty distinctive,
unforgettable Penguin Classics in a beautiful
new design and pocket-sized format, with
coloured jackets echoing Penguin's original
covers.
Twenty-six Men and a Girl - Maksim Gorky 2001
Maxim Gorky, like Leo Tolstoy, was primarily an
autobiographical author, and the material here
is considered amongst the greatest of his
writings. Not only do they give the astonishingly
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varied life of Gorky from childhood through
youth, but they also provide us with an
unforgettable picture of one of the most crucial
generations in Russian life and history ? the late
19th and early 20th centuries. The
autobiography begins at the age of five and ends
with Gorky secure in his position as one of the
leading Russian writers. From the beginning, the
story is organized as a quest for knowledge and
understanding, of oneself and the world one
lives in. This quest brings Gorky into contact
with the harsh realities of life in late 19th
century Russia - the life that was to constitute
his ?universities?. We follow him as he turns
from one job to another in an effort to make a
living for himself - rag picker, errand and stock
boy, junior clerk, bird catcher, cabin boy on a
Volga steamer, apprentice in an icon factory,
baker, watchman and freight handler at railroad
stations. We move with Gorky in his life of
wandering from one part of Russia to the next,
and, in the course of the journey, we meet some
of the most extraordinary characters in
literature. The people that crowd the pages of
his life history are as interesting as they are
varied. Peasants, artisans, scholars, writers,
teachers, policemen, government officials - they
passed in and out of Gorky?s strange, sad life,
leaving each one of them a vivid imprint on his
keen mind. Through them he learned to build for
himself a philosophy of life, and with the
memory of them he painted for us those stark,
vital pictures which make the unforgettable
character of his book. Each character is sharply
individualized, mountingly alive, fascinating.
There is Gorky?s grandmother with her strength,
her idealism, her superstition, her sympathy.
Herself a folk bard, she passed on to Gorky the
impulse to hearten others and a rich store of folk
song and folk story. There is Smoury, the chef of
the Volga steamer, whom Gorky was later to call
one of his outstanding teachers. There is also
Olga, the woman with whom Gorky had his first
love affair; eccentric, irresponsible, flirtatious,
but charming and kind. In his portrait of these
and many other fascinating characters in the
book, Gorky has given us his greatest - and one
of the greatest life stories in literature.
Enemies - Maksim Gorky 1972
Mother - Maxim Gorky 2017-01-23
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The famous novel of revolutionary conversion
and struggle. This novel of Russia before the
Revolution is without question the masterpiece
of Gorky, Russia's greatest living writer. Into one
passionate, astonishing book has been gathered
the spirit of the terrifying struggle against the
Czar's autocracy. In it Russia stands forth in a
flood of light. Aleksey Maksimovich Peshkov
(March 28 [O.S. March 16] 1868 - June 18,
1936), better known as Maxim Gorky, was a
Russian/Soviet author, a founder of the socialist
realism literary method and a political activist.
From 1906 to 1913 and from 1921 to 1929 he
lived abroad, mostly in Capri, Italy; after his
return to the Soviet Union he accepted the
cultural policies of the time, although he was not
permitted to leave the country.
Maxim Gorky - Cynthia Marsh 2006
Maxim Gorky was dubbed the father of socialist
realism in the Soviet period, but he had forged
his career as an internationally known novelist
and dramatist some three or more decades
earlier. Posing questions that Soviet critics
found difficult to confront, the author examines
the effects of exile and religion on the content
and form of the plays as well as the role played
by women, and the personal and political
implications of motherhood. All sixteen of
Gorky's published plays are covered, and the
book explores whether this body of work has
themes and styles to unify it. While conflict is
central to the core political themes and also
infiltrates many aspects of the dramatic style
(cartoonish and grotesque), other less expected
themes and styles emerge. Viewing the postrevolutionary plays as a development of earlier
work leads to a question rarely posed: are the
plays written by Gorky in the process of defining
the new Party-inspired socialist realism in fact
less about socialist realist issues of conformity,
and more about Gorky's own painful life
experience? And what is equally under the
microscope is a search for the monumental style
frequently associated with socialist realist
theatre: the proposed origins of the spatial
grandeur in Gorky's plays come as a surprise.
Mother - Maxim Gorky - Maxim Gorky 2007-12
Maksim Gorky was a Soviet author and founder
of the socialist realism literary method. He was
also a political activist who spent several lengthy
stays in Capri and Italy. Gorky traveled
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throughout his native land and at one point
became friends with Lenin. His travels
overwhelmed him with the vastness and beauty
of his country and they also made him sharply
aware of the ignorance and poverty of its people.
This novel tells the story of the common
proletariat who protested against the czar and
the capitalists which eventually led to the
October Revolution. Pelageya is the wife on a
factory worker who ignores the political
upheaval in her country in favor of caring for her
personal life. She represents hundreds of
workers who are concerned with living their
lives. Her son Pavel takes a different path and
joins the revolution inspiring many Russians who
were living under a capitalistic society in Russia.
Gorky saw the "mother country" as supporting
her children as they fought for their rights. .
Reminiscences of Anton Chekhov - Maxim Gorky
2004-10-01
CONTENTS: Fragments of Recollections, Maxim
Gorky, To Chekhov's Memory, Alexander Kuprin,
A. P. Chekhov, Ivan A. Bunin
The Lower Depths, and Other Plays - Maksim
Gorky 1959-01-01
A brief profile of the Russian writer prefaces the
texts of three plays characterized by their
realistic portrayal of Russian life
Creatures That Once Were Men - Maxim Gorky
2021-04-10
"Creatures That Once Were Men" by Maxim
Gorky. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Twenty-six Men and a Girl - Maksim Gorky 1902
The Lower Depths - Maxim Gorky 2016-03-29
Gorky's 1902 masterpiece centers on a group of
wretched souls who congregate to play cards,
tell stories, and debate the wisdom of life
without illusions as opposed to a romanticized
worldview.
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Translation and World Literature - Susan
Bassnett 2018-08-15
Translation and World Literature offers a variety
of international perspectives on the complex role
of translation in the dissemination of literatures
around the world. Eleven chapters written by
multilingual scholars explore issues and themes
as diverse as the geopolitics of translation,
cosmopolitanism, changing media environments
and transdisciplinarity. This book locates
translation firmly within current debates about
the transcultural movements of texts and
challenges the hegemony of English in world
literature. Translation and World Literature is an
indispensable resource for students and scholars
working in the fields of translation studies,
comparative literature and world literature.
Reminiscences of Leo Nikolaevich Tolstoy Maxim Gorky 2010-04
Many of the earliest books, particularly those
dating back to the 1900s and before, are now
extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We
are republishing these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions, using
the original text and artwork.
In the World - Maksim Gorky 1917
Three Men - Maxim Gorky 2018-05-31
Excerpt from Three Men: A Novel There are
many solitary graves amid the woods of
Kerschentz; within them moulder the bones of
old men, men of an ancient piety, and of one of
these old men, Antipa, this tale is told in the
villages of Kerschentz. Antipa Lunev, a rich
peasant of austere disposition, lived to his
fiftieth year, sunken in worldly sins, then was
moved to profound self-examination, and seized
with agony of soul, forsook his family and buried
himself in the loneliness of the forest. There on
the edge of a ravine he built his hermit's cell,
and lived for eight years, summer and winter. He
let no one approach him, neither acquaintances
nor kindred. Sometimes people who had lost
their way in the woods came by chance on his
hut and saw Antipa kneeling on the threshold,
praying. He was terrible to see - worn with
fasting and prayer, and covered with hair like a
wild beast. If he caught sight of any one, he rose
up and bowed himself to the ground before him.
If he were asked the way out of the forest, he
indicated the path with his hand without
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speaking, bowed to the ground again, went into
his cell and shut himself in. He was seen many
times during the eight years, but no man ever
heard his voice. His wife and children used to
visit him, he took food and clothing from them,
bowed himself before them as before others, but,
during the time of his anchorite life, spoke no
word with them any more than with strangers.
He died the same year that the hermitages of the
wood were swept away, and his death came in
this fashion.
Mother - Maxim Gorky 2017-12-12
Mother, by Maxim Gorky, tells the story of
revolutionary factory workers.Mother is
considered to be the only long work of Gorky on
the Russian revolutionary movement; however,
of all his novels, it is possibly the least
successful. Nevertheless, it remains the best
known work of Gorky among the author's other
important novels. The political agenda behind
the novel was clear.In geya Nilovna Vlasova is a
woman who works in a Russian factory doing
hard manual labour and combating poverty and
hunger, among other hardships. She is the real
protagonist; her husband, a heavy drunkard,
physically assaults her and leaves all the
responsibility for raising their son, Pavel Vlasov,
to her, but unexpectedly dies. Pavel noticeably
begins to emulate his father in his drunkenness
and stammer, but suddenly becomes involved in
revolutionary activities. Abandoning drinking,
Pavel starts to bring books to his home. Being
illiterate and having no political interest, Nilovna
is at first cautious about Pavel's new activities.
However, she wants to help him. Pavel is shown
as the main revolutionary character.
Nevertheless Nilovna, moved by her maternal
feelings and, though uneducated, overcoming
her political ignorance to become involved in
revolution, is considered the true protagonist of
the novel.
Mother - Maxim Gorky 2016-04-01
Widely regarded as Russian writer Maxim
Gorky's masterpiece, the novel Mother is a
gripping account of a mother and a son whose
converging paths in life lead them to a deep
understanding the unique plight of workers.
Eventually, the pair stand up for their beliefs
and face punishment from the powers that be.
Autobiography of Maxim Gorky - Maxim
Gorky 2001
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Maxim Gorky, like Leo Tolstoy, was primarily an
autobiographical author, and the material here
is considered amongst the greatest of his
writings. Not only do they give the astonishingly
varied life of Gorky from childhood through
youth, but they also provide us with an
unforgettable picture of one of the most crucial
generations in Russian life and history --the late
19th and early 20th centuries. The
autobiography begins at the age of five and ends
with Gorky secure in his position as one of the
leading Russian writers. From the beginning, the
story is organized as a quest for knowledge and
understanding, of oneself and the world one
lives in. This quest brings Gorky into contact
with the harsh realities of life in late 19th
century Russia -the life that was to constitute his
"universities". We follow him as he turns from
one job to another in an effort to make a living
for himself - rag picker, errand and stock boy,
junior clerk, bird catcher, cabin boy on a Volga
steamer, apprentice in an icon factory, baker,
watchman and freight handler at railroad
stations. We move with Gorky in his life of
wandering from one part of Russia to the next,
and, in the course of the journey, we meet some
of the most extraordinary characters in
literature. The people that crowd the pages of
his life history are as interesting as they are
varied. Peasants, artisans, scholars, writers,
teachers, policemen and government officials they passed in and out of Gorky?s strange, sad
life, leaving each one of them a vivid imprint on
his keen mind. Through them he learned to build
for himself a philosophy of life, and with the
memory of them he painted for us those stark,
vital pictures which make the unforgettable
character of his book.Each character is sharply
individualized, mountingly alive, fascinating.
There is Gorky?s grandmother with her strength,
her idealism, her superstition, her sympathy.
Herself a folk bard, she passed on to Gorky the
impulse to hearten others and a rich store of folk
song and folk story. There is Smoury, the chef of
the Volga steamer, whom Gorky was later to call
one of his outstanding teachers. There is also
Olga, the woman with whom Gorky had his first
love affair; eccentric, irresponsible, flirtatious,
but charming and kind. In his portrait of these
and many other fascinating characters in the
book, Gorky has given us his greatest - and one
socialist-realism-seen-in-maxim-gorky-s-play-the-lower-depths

of the greatest life stories in literature
My Apprenticeship - Maksim Gorky 1974
The Petty Bourgeois - Maxim Gorky
2001-08-01
The Petty Bourgeois is a play by Maxim Gorky
produced in Moscow in 1902.Maxim Gorky
(1868-1936) was one of the greatest Russian
writers. He inherited the best traditions of 19th
century classical Russian literature and was at
the same time the creator of a new art, socialist
realism; he laid the foundations of the young
Soviet Literature.In the early years of the 20th
century Gorky came under the influence of
Anton Chekhov and through him established
contact with Konstantin Stanislavsky and
Vladimir Nemirovish-Danchenko, the leading
figures of the Moscow Art Theatre; for this
theatre he wrote his plays Philistines and The
Lower Depths. The Lower Depths made a
triumphant tour of many European countries and
brought the writer world fame.
Summer Folk - Maxim Gorky 2001-07
Summer Folk is a play by Maxim Gorky and
produced in Moscow in 1953.Maxim Gorky
(Alexei Maximovich Peshkov)(1868-1936) was
one of the greatest Russian writers. He inherited
the best traditions of 19th century classical
Russian literature and was at the same time the
creator of a new art, socialist realism; he laid the
foundations of the young Soviet Literature.In the
early years of the last century Gorky came under
the influence of Anton Chekhov and through him
established contact with Konstantin Stanislavsky
and Vladimir Nemirovish-Danchenko, the
leading figures of the Moscow Art Theater; for
this theater he wrote his plays Philistines and
The Lower Depths. The Lower Depths made a
triumphant tour of many European countries and
brought the writer world fame.The Tsarist
government tried in vain to put an end to his
activities by constant arrests and exile. In the
eyes of all progressive Russian society Maxim
Gorky had already become the herald of the
oncoming revolution. He drew near to the
Bolsheviks and took an active part in the 1905
Revolution. In 1906 Gorky visited Western
Europe and America where he publicly exposed
the reactionary nature of the Russian autocracy
and expounded the great idea that underlay the
Russian popular revolutionary
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movement.Gorky?s articles on the struggle of
progressive mankind against fascism were
tremendously effective in the Patriotic War
against Germany. Long before the war of
1941-45 Maxim Gorky, with unusual foresight,
saw in fascism a mortal threat to humanity, a
cancer that had formed in the world and had to
be immediately removed.The writer?s influence
on the Soviet people has been enormous; from
1917 to 1946 his books were published in 66
languages with a total printing of 42,000,000
copies. His pen and his civic activities were a
powerful weapon against fascism. The enemy
realized this and in 1936 fascist agents killed
Maxim Gorky. They were, however, unable to kill
the courageous, fiery and eternally living words
of the great Soviet writer which are so carefully
preserved and esteemed by the liberty loving
peoples of the whole world.
The Confession - Maxim Gorky 2017-11-06
Maxim Gorky's novel The Confession embodies
the philosophy of the "God-building" movement
that arose in the Russian Empire in the late 19th
century. The Confession expresses Gorky's belief
in humanity when strong individuals are
connected to each other. It also reflects Gorky's
disgust with injustice, hypocrisy, and conditions
that degrade human dignity, and his faith in
human potential. The Confession gives insight
into some compelling Russian and wider human
themes explored by Dostoevsky, Tolstoy,
Chekhov and Gorky himself. These include the
roles of the church, the state, and individuals,
ubiquitous human questions of love, fear and
death, and the responsibilities people have for
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one another.
Fragments from My Diary - Maksim Gorky 1990
Examines the life of the Russian author known
for his writings depicting working class life in
the pre- and post-revolutionary era
Bystander - Maksim Gorky 1930
First volume of a tetralogy "Forty years: the life
of Clim Samghin".
Soviet Socialist Realism - C.Vaughan James
1973-06-18
Through Russia - Maxim Gorky 2017-04-10
Also, the season being autumn, leaves of wild
laurel were glistening and gyrating on the white
foam of the Kodor like a quantity of mercurial
salmon fry. And as I sat on some rocks
overlooking the river there occurred to me the
thought that, as likely as not, the cause of the
gulls' and cormorants' fretful cries where the
surf lay moaning behind a belt of trees to the
right was that, like myself, they kept mistaking
the leaves for fish, and as often finding
themselves disappointed. Over my head hung
chestnut trees decked with gold; at my feet lay a
mass of chestnut leaves which resembled the
amputated palms of human hands; on the
opposite bank, where there waved, tanglewise,
the stripped branches of a hornbeam, an orangetinted woodpecker was darting to and fro, as
though caught in the mesh of foliage, and, in
company with a troupe of nimble titmice and
blue tree-creepers (visitors from the far-distant
North), tapping the bark of the stem with a black
beak, and hunting for insects.
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